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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Digital Model-based Engineering (DMbE) is the use of digital artifacts, digital environments, and digital tools in the performance of engineering functions. DMbE is intended to allow an organization to progress from documentation-based engineering methods to digital methods that may provide greater flexibility, agility, and efficiency.

The term “DMbE” was developed as part of an effort by the Model-Based Systems Engineering (MBSE) Infusion Task Team to identify what government organizations might expect in the course of moving to or infusing MBSE into their organizations. The task team was established by the Interagency Working Group on Engineering Complex Systems (IAWG), an informal collaboration among government systems engineering organizations. This paper discusses the work of the MBSE Infusion Task Team to date.

The task team identified prerequisites, expectations, initial challenges, and recommendations for areas of study to pursue, as well as examples of efforts already in progress. The team identified the following five expectations associated with DMbE infusion, discussed further in the body of the paper:

- Informed decision making through increased transparency, and greater insight
- Enhanced communication
- Increased understanding for greater flexibility/adaptability in design
- Increased confidence that the capability will perform as expected
- Increased efficiency

The team identified challenges an organization might encounter when looking to infuse DMbE:

- Assessing value added to the organization. Not all DMbE practices will be applicable to every situation in every organization; and not all implementations will have positive results.
- Overcoming organizational and cultural hurdles.
- Adopting contractual practices and technical data management.
- Redefining configuration management. The DMbE environment changes the range of configuration information to be managed to include performance and design models, database objects, as well as more traditional book-form objects and formats.
- Developing IT infrastructure. Approaches to implementing critical, enabling IT infrastructure capabilities must be flexible, reconfigurable, and updatable.
- Ensuring security of the single source of truth.
- Potential over-reliance on quantitative data over qualitative data. Executable/computational models and simulations generally incorporate and generate quantitative vice qualitative data.

The task team also developed several recommendations for government, academia, and industry, as discussed in the paper. The task team recommends continuing beyond this initial work to further develop the means of implementing DMbE and to look for opportunities to collaborate and share best practices.
INTRODUCTION

Motivation

Within the International Council on Systems Engineering (INCOSE) Systems Engineering (SE) Vision 2025, “Systems Engineering focuses on ensuring the pieces work together to achieve the objectives of the whole” (INCOSE 2014). The INCOSE vision extends the digital revolution and extends model-based approaches to enterprise-wide use.

In 2014, at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory’s (JPL) Model-Based Systems Engineering Symposium, the National Aeronautics and Space Administration’s (NASA) Chief Technologist, Dr. David Miller, briefed his view of model-based infusion with “MBSE: Harnessing Technology to Revolutionize NASA’s Engineering Practice.” Dr. Miller presented his perspective on the interactions among science, technology, and engineering disciplines (Figure 1).

Figure 1. Current State of Interactions

Many members of the audience viewed this briefing as the first written indication from a senior leader within a federal agency regarding what leadership would expect from a wholesale shift to the method of model-centricity in systems engineering (Figure 2), for example, what problems it might solve, what improvements it might make, and what advancements might be possible.

---
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Figure 2. Future State of Interactions\(^2\)

Professional organizations, associations, and individual departments and agencies recognize the potential for using models combined with computing, or digital, environments. However, for many implementing organizations, adopting a new method or practice is difficult. They have successfully executed current methods and practices over many years, resulting in capabilities that have met or exceeded expectations. Disrupting the current practices with different methods could appear to put that success at risk, with potentially negative consequences for the taxpayer, system user, and recipient of the engineered item.

At the JPL symposium, a conversation ensued from Dr. Miller’s presentation regarding how to aid in the adoption of MBSE across federal organizations with varying missions. It was evident from this discussion that leadership expectations were largely unknown. As a result, following the event a group of the symposium participants approached the Interagency Working Group on Engineering Complex Systems (IAWG) to request support to articulate what the government would expect from the infusion of MBSE into their organizations.

The IAWG is an informal body of 10 civilian government systems engineering organizations that focuses on enhancing the practice of systems engineering. It serves as a forum for organizations to share activities, including both successes and failures, and to identify venues for technical exchanges and common areas of interest. The proposal submitted to the IAWG outlined the establishment of a task team to develop an initial list of expectations associated with MBSE infusion into government. The IAWG approved the request and established the MBSE Infusion Task Team on April 21, 2015.

---

\(^2\) (Miller 2015)
Team Membership

The MBSE Infusion Task Team included members from 5 of the 10 organizations that participate in the IAWG. Following are the task team organizations’ missions and the area of each organization that represents its interest in DMbE:

- **Department of Defense (DoD)**
  - Mission: To provide the military forces needed to deter war and to protect the security of the country.
  - The Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense for Systems Engineering (DASD(SE)) supports the development and growth of the defense systems engineering capability through engineering policy, continuous engagement with Component systems engineering organizations, and technical engagement throughout the lifecycle of individual defense acquisition programs adoption of digital MBSE as a DASD(SE) strategic goal.

- **Department of Homeland Security (DHS)**
  - Mission: To prevent terrorism and enhance security, manage U.S. borders, administer immigration laws, secure cyberspace, and ensure disaster resilience.
  - Relative to MBSE, the U.S. Customs and Border Protection (CBP) Systems Engineering Division, uses the Requirements and Architecture (R&A) Branch Integrated Process (R&A IP) Guide to develop Functional Requirements Documents specifying the behavioral, performance and non-functional requirements in order to acquire systems to protect U.S. borders.

- **Department of Veterans Affairs (VA)**
  - Mission: To fulfill President Lincoln’s promise “To care for him who shall have borne the battle, and for his widow, and his orphan” by serving and honoring the men and women who are America’s Veterans.
  - VA-Center for Applied Systems Engineering (CASE) is an interdisciplinary Veterans Engineering Resource Center (VERC) built on a philosophy of partnership between Healthcare Systems Engineering (HSE) faculty and Veterans Health Administration (VHA) administrative and clinical management and staff, enabling the delivery of better patient care to veterans.

- **Federal Aviation Administration (FAA)**
  - Mission: To ensure the safest, most efficient airspace possible for generations to come.
  - “At the enterprise level, systems engineering management integrates numerous interdependent FAA investment programs to advance the goals of safety and efficiency. At the program level, SE optimizes performance, benefits, operations, and lifecycle costs. Individual programs tailor the application of processes, tools, and techniques, according to the complexity of the program’s requirements.”

- **National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA)**
  - Mission: To drive advances in science, technology, aeronautics, and space exploration to enhance knowledge, education, innovation, economic vitality, and stewardship of Earth.

---
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The NASA Office of Chief Technologist has proposed a more formalized application of modeling, in an interactive modeling framework, to support system lifecycle development to potentially enhance productivity and quality, reduce risk, improve communications, and enable more in-depth independent assessment.

Each organization has a different purpose for employing systems engineering and therefore a different understanding of the potential of MBSE and its implementation. However, the organizations share some common perspectives and needs. For example, the DoD and DHS both view systems engineering with the acquisition purview in mind, a perspective that derives from the traditional approach to developing a system. The VA and FAA also share a common type of mission, to deliver a safe, efficient, and effective service to the customers of their respective systems. NASA’s mission is unique from that of the other organizations as it pursues the advancement and dissemination of knowledge, with a focus that stretches from Earth to the wide expanse of space. In all cases, the development of large and complex systems to enable successful programs requires rigorous execution of systems engineering and integration processes.

Digital Model-based Engineering

By agreeing to support the task team, the members recognized a common need to move to a more model-based approach for completing engineering activities in support of their organizations’ missions. The team began by establishing a term for the method. Among the organizations seeking to use model-centricity to execute the activities, a wealth of terms have been expressed to draw a level of understanding about the engineering activities from the title of the method itself. They considered existing terms, including “model-based engineering,” “model-based systems engineering,” “model-based enterprise,” and “model-based manufacturing,” all of which have their own meaning according to the organizations that apply them.

The team determined that a new general term and definition were necessary to articulate the use of systems engineering through models, engineering tools, methodologies, and digital environments without diminishing the quality and content of the resulting products and services. The team decided on “digital model-based engineering” (DMbE) to reflect the expectations of infusing digital model-based methods into an organization. For the purposes of this paper, DMbE is the use of digital artifacts, digital environments, and digital tools in the performance of engineering functions. DMbE is intended to enable practitioners to engineer capabilities using digital practices and artifacts in a collaborative environment, creating a digitally integrated approach with a federated single source of truth.

Prerequisites: Necessary Foundations for Infusion

Prerequisites for the infusion of DMbE include management support/advocacy, technical capability readiness, and organizational/cultural willingness (or lack of resistance) to adopt a new methodology.

Some level of management support is essential, and having a management champion or advocate is better still. This support may be gained through education and exposure to examples and benefits of DMbE. Encouraging and facilitating organizational and cultural change is often a challenge. Education, training, and access to the necessary tools, applications, and aids can be helpful. In general, lowering barriers to adoption and implementation is necessary. Helpful in all these cases is a clear statement or vision of a
future state of the use of DMbE and of the approach or roadmap aligned with the vision going forward to identify avenues of infusion into normal business activities.

Figure 3 illustrates a framework for conceptualizing technical capability readiness in three elements or axes, with the Capability vector comprised of components defined along each of the three axes.

The first axis, Model-Based SE Processes, implies a solid foundation in SE processes. Before any organization can infuse DMbE, the organization must have a codified systems engineering process in place. This will ensure the organization understands what needs to be done through the development of a system at a foundational level. Having a systems engineering process in place will also provide a general rationale as to what activities need to be completed and why.

The second axis, Model-Based Tools & Methods, relates to the tools and methods for digital modeling and analysis supporting the SE processes. Transitioning an organization from a document-based systems engineering methodology to a model/data-centric methodology does not alter the underlying, well-understood systems engineering processes. A DMbE methodology merges the best practices of systems engineering with the use of modeling. This axis includes the enabling information technology (IT) infrastructure to effectively manage the organization’s information environment. It provides identification, management, interoperability, and integration of information across programmatic and technical domains.

The third axis, Workforce, relates to the knowledge, skills, and abilities (KSAs) of the technical workforce. Like the Model-Based SE Processes axis, the workforce must have solid KSAs associated with the SE processes as a prerequisite to moving on to model-based KSAs.
There needs to be some balance across the three axes to advance along the Capability vector. For example, advancing too far up the Tools & Methods axis without increasing the Workforce KSAs would prove difficult. Likewise, training the workforce without first advancing model-based processes would be difficult.

Organizations interested in infusing DMbE must recognize and identify the need and must be willing to make the necessary changes in established processes, tools and methods, and workforce. This results in a multifaceted approach that begins with the recognition that a change will have a positive outcome in the resultant capability, the staff makeup, and/or the speed of execution, with the expectation of higher precision and discovery of defects early on in a project’s lifecycle. In other words, transition is a process, not an event.

It is understandable that the multifaceted approach will have to be planned and will not occur instantaneously. A willingness to change is accompanied by planning for the transition, identification of the stakeholder population among the adopters, and the understanding of what a successful change looks like.

**EXPECTATIONS**

A common theme in developing anything is to know when you are done—to know “what right looks like.” Use of DMbE within an organization is similar. From the definition, we infer that DMbE is intended to enable practitioners to engineer capabilities using digital practices and artifacts in a collaborative environment, creating a digitally integrated approach that uses a federated single source of truth to evolve complex systems. To help illustrate this intended end state, the task team developed a sample of five expectations (Table 1) an organization might have regarding the potential benefit or result of incorporating DMbE.

**Table 1. Expectations of Infusion**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Expectation</th>
<th>Rationale</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Informed decision making through increased transparency, and greater insight</td>
<td>Transparency is important for decision makers as complex systems progress through their decision processes, ranging from approval of new capabilities to deploying systems in the field. Increased transparency, with the right controls, to allow better control of scope as a balance mechanism in the decision process. DMbE also enables decision makers to have greater insight into the results of their decision (e.g. system results) and better understand the technical and non-technical drivers.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Enhanced communication</td>
<td>One of the greatest challenges any development is understanding the problem space to define the constraints, requirements. Etc. to ensure that the message is consistent as it moves through the decision processes. Enhancing communication will help reveal ways to widen the boxes across the four aspects shown in Figure 4 (p. 12), resulting in a clearer definition of the requirements that can address the larger area of the problem space.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Increased understanding for greater flexibility/adaptability in design</td>
<td>Desired capability in mind, in some cases taking more than a decade to develop, test, and field. This approach has resulted in a static development process with restrictions on how far a system can go in delivering the desired capability. The growing environment of rapid technological change calls for a development methodology that allows and empowers the system developers and decision makers to understand the ripple effects of changes to the capability and adapt to those changes at a much faster rate. Organizations need to understand more quickly the limits of a system and how much a proposed capability can adapt to the operational environment outside the established parameters.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Increased confidence that the capability will perform as expected</td>
<td>The complexity of systems acquired by the government is growing at a tremendous rate. Software has become a critical factor contributing to the growing complexity, as a majority of the capabilities provided by a system depend on the software telling the hardware what to do. Using an approach that allows viewing the system under development from various perspectives provides the government with greater confidence that the complexity is well managed and consistent. It also ensures that the customer/user is able to use the capabilities of the end item to the greatest extent possible. This expectation ensures that the end item is developed with improved quality through better management of complexity, control of scope, communication, risk reduction, etc. Quality is essential to delivering a capability that focuses on the customer/user’s experience and ability to use the developed capability in the operational environment.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Increased efficiency</td>
<td>This expectation is consistent with enhanced communication and also involves the processes that enable efficiency. The government seeks to reduce the cycle time and effort necessary to communicate, manage, and execute the processes to develop complex and non-complex systems, as well as to enable follow-on development from artifacts resulting from DMbE.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Figure 4. The “Systems Engineering Problem”](image-url)
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Developing Advocacy

Below are examples of several efforts by the task team organizations to understand and outline aspects of DMbE.

DoD

The Military Departments and Agencies have demonstrated many efforts to infuse DMbE into their organizations. As one example, Naval Air Command’s Systems Engineering Development and Implementation Center (SEDIC) has begun developing a model-centric systems engineering web-based environment intended to increase the effectiveness and efficiency of technical reviews. They have deployed the Systems Engineering Technical Review (SETR) Manager tool, which enhances technical collaboration and empowers program offices, through robust information and knowledge exchange, with improved rationality for key programmatic decisions. The tool also serves as a checklist and uses social-media like functionality to ensure the right engineering functions are being applied and completed at the right time. The center used a “going viral” strategy to deploy the SETR Manager without the need for marketing or any significant user training. After approximately one year in deployment, the SETR Manager has reached nearly 3,000 users and has collected more than 300,000 data points across NAVAIR’s acquisition portfolio, which the SEDIC intends to use to identify trends on various levels.

As another example, the Air Force Materiel Command’s Air Force Life Cycle Management Center (AFLCMC) recently stood up the Air Force Systems Engineering Resource Center (AFSERC) to make model-based systems engineering tools readily available to the engineering workforce. Building upon the success of the Navy’s Systems Engineering Resource Center (NSERC), AFSERC provides a web-based environment for users to access and use MBSE tools. The user base for AFSERC has grown six-fold in its first year of operation and is expected to continue to grow. Additionally, AFLCMC recently partnered with the Air Force Research Laboratory, the Air Force Institute of Technology, and MITRE to host a MBSE Symposium aimed at bringing early MBSE adopters and thought leaders together. The symposium is the first step in forming a partnership to advance the use of MBSE tools and processes and increase the technical competencies of the organic workforce in MBSE.

DoD, through ODASD(SE) initiatives is working internally and externally to establish a strategy, identify digital artifacts, develop training material, etc., as a means to advance the state of practice for Digital Engineering within the DoD.

DHS

Within DHS, CBP’s Systems Engineering Division is implementing DMbE (model-based systems engineering) early in the systems engineering lifecycle using a tool with a shared license enterprise version so it is readily accessible to systems engineers. They perform Mission and Operational Analysis to capture CONOPS activities and further decompose the CONOPS with use case analyses, resulting in complete coverage of required operational capabilities, which are then captured in the Operational Requirements Document. Once these activities are specified, they expand the model with the Systems Engineering R&A IP, which takes the operational artifacts and adds content with the system perspective. They use SysML to create the systems content from behavioral, structure, and performance analyses. They then use the model to auto-generate the Functional Requirements Document (FRD), which contains derived use case scenarios, logical structural decomposition (logical components with performance and
functions included), states of the system, non-functional requirements captured in textual packages, and functional requirements. This model-based, holistic approach yields an FRD that prospective contractors can better understand, delivering a proposed solution that more closely fulfills the end user’s needs, requirements, and expectations.

VA

In an effort to reconcile diverging perspectives across different engineering disciplines, the VA-CASE reached out to three systems engineering practitioner groups within the VA: Civil Engineering, Policy Analysis, and Operations Management. Each group elected engineering leads to develop their discipline’s vision of a DMbE future. First, the leads developed their vision, which spanned key processes and tools employed through systems engineering activities. Second, the practitioner groups compared the current state of processes and tools with the future state to identify discipline-specific expectations for DMbE. Finally, they identified the VA’s cross-cutting expectations for DMbE from a practitioner’s perspective.

FAA

The FAA is creating a Model-Based Systems Engineering Roadmap as a plan for developing the Next Generation Airspace System (NextGen). The complexity of NextGen makes it difficult to predict how new systems will react when integrated into the existing National Airspace System (NAS). Currently the organizations within the NextGen office use a combination of text-based and model-based artifacts to develop requirements for new systems. Expectations for DMbE are better requirements and the ability to explore how new systems will interact before integration into the NAS. The roadmap will provide near-term objectives and a long-term vision to alter the way new systems are envisioned and specified. In the near term, changes should make better use of existing models for developing requirements. In the long term, a true DMbE approach is envisioned where new systems are described via graphical models and concepts are validated via simulations.

NASA

NASA has implemented aspects of DMbE on more than three dozen flight programs/projects at more than two-thirds of its Flight and Research Field Centers, addressing various aspects of the product lifecycle from mission and hardware development through validation, verification, and operations. For example:

- The Europa mission, a detailed reconnaissance of Jupiter’s moon Europa, used DMbE for mission concept definition, including all systems engineering activities (requirements derivation, justification, traceability, analysis, maturity, history, verification, document generation, metrics, etc.).
- The Asteroid Redirect Robotic Mission, a robotic mission to visit a large near-Earth asteroid to collect a multi-ton boulder from its surface, focused on a minimum set of DMbE capabilities required to mature the concept in Phase A (e.g., Requirements, Operations Concepts, Product Breakdown Structure, and System Block Diagrams).
- The NASA Engineering and Safety Center has used DMbE on roughly a dozen assessment activities ranging from interface definition to detailed studies on validation and verification of high-risk, high-value, flight systems.
Numerous DMbE training and pathfinder efforts are also underway at both the center and agency levels. For example:

- Participants in systems engineering (SE) and project management (PM) development programs use DMbE to design “real-world” projects, including developing all SE/PM deliverables and conducting paperless, model-based milestone reviews.

- A partnership among the Office of Chief Engineer, the agency’s Systems Engineering Technical Fellow, and the Office of Chief Information Officer is defining functional requirements and solution approaches for a federated information model of disparate, heterogeneous data sources.

- A NASA Pathfinder effort, led by the SE Technical Fellow, is evaluating various digital threads on challenging NASA problems across the system’s life-cycle. Best practices are being captured for next steps in implementation. The effort is also piloting a cross-center cloud-based collaborative environment. Nine of ten NASA Centers are involved in the activity.

NASA integrates aspects of DMbE within a strong framework of systems engineering as a means to improve products, technical decisions/solutions, and efficiency.

**CHALLENGES**

Each organization needs to manage its expectations of DMbE with the understanding that challenges must be overcome for expectations to be met.

The task team identified several potential challenges that organizations may encounter when infusing DMbE. Table 2 lists some of these challenges, along with ideas for mitigating them. This list should not be viewed as exhaustive, nor is each challenge applicable to each organization. As they incorporate DMbE, organizations may find additional challenges and may adopt methods for addressing them that are either sharable with other members of the IAWG or specific to their own adoption process.

**Table 2. Challenges for Infusion**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Challenge</th>
<th>Potential Mitigation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Assessing value added to the organization: Not all DMbE practices will be</td>
<td>Establish valid metrics to monitor progress and assess the value (e.g., return on</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>applicable to every situation in every organization, and not all</td>
<td>investment (ROI)) in implementing DMbE. This will allow adjustment of implementation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>implementations will have positive results.</td>
<td>activities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Overcoming organizational and cultural hurdles: Resistance to adoption.</td>
<td>Provide education, training, and access to the necessary tools, applications, and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Barriers to adoption and implementation.</td>
<td>aids to keep skills fresh and transfer knowledge.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Adopting contractual practices and technical data management:</td>
<td>Revise regulatory and statutory language to enable and foster use of digital artifacts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Regulatory and statutory elements supporting current practices.</td>
<td>and processes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Technical data management processes as currently instantiated, which</td>
<td>Permanently establish technical capabilities to enable bidirectional exchange among,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>dwell on the format absent of content.</td>
<td>or access to, the full range of levels of models and databases.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4 Redefining configuration management: The DMbE environment changes the range of configuration information to be managed to include performance and design models, database objects, as well as more traditional book-form objects and formats.

Potential Mitigation: Develop needed enabling capabilities including snapshots of baselines, version releases and freezes, and status and account metrics and reports for each identified configuration item.

5 Developing IT Infrastructure: Approaches to implementing critical, enabling IT infrastructure capabilities must be flexible, reconfigurable, and updatable.

Potential Mitigation: Establish accessibility to, and interoperability among, disparate, heterogeneous tools, models, and other data sources for critical, enabling capabilities.

6 Ensuring security of the “single source” of truth.

Potential Mitigation: Identify appropriate access control needed to ensure protection of classified and controlled unclassified data.

Ensure access to long-term and archival data and models.

7 Potential over-reliance on quantitative data over qualitative data: Executable/computational models and simulations (M&S) generally incorporate and generate quantitative versus qualitative data.

Potential Mitigation: Properly assess the quantitative results to give them the appropriate weight in subsequent decision making.

RECOMMENDATIONS

The expectations outlined in this paper highlight a demand for the ability to have better, faster, and more complete communication among users of DMbE as it is infused into an organization to facilitate the development of a system. As illustrated in Figure 3 (p. 10), it is important to establish and build upon the necessary foundations as we move forward. To this end, the task team developed five recommendations (Table 3) identifying opportunities to engage and develop ways to infuse DMbE into organizations.

Table 3. Recommendations for Infusing DMbE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Recommendation</th>
<th>Rationale</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Conduct a study to understand how contractual language influences current acquisition and engineering processes with regard to the exchange of electronic data and models among various types of organizations (e.g., government–government boundary and government–industry boundary) and what kind of impact DMbE would have on the relationships. The results from the study should also identify what configuration items need to be addressed in the contractual language.</td>
<td>Many legacy statutes, regulations, and guidance were developed when the written, paper documentation was the state of the art. In the shift to digital artifacts, it is appropriate to reexamine the applicability of U.S. statutes, regulation, and guidance for changes that must be accommodated both to take advantage of the digital artifacts and to ensure their usefulness and applicability.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#</td>
<td>Recommendation</td>
<td>Rationale</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Identify best practices/framework necessary to convey the technical accuracy, precision, and uncertainty of data/information sufficient for subsequent, unambiguous, interpretation and use.</td>
<td>The shift from the written word to digital artifacts enables the transmission of more complete and complex information. To reduce misinterpretation or ambiguity, it is necessary to describe the data that will be exchanged so that organizations can determine intended use, assumptions, constraints, boundaries, limits of use, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Identify metrics that highlight how an organization can qualify/quantify its return on investment (ROI) in DMbE (will vary based on project/program).</td>
<td>Practitioners may be skeptical of the shift from a “validated” method of developing a system to an unverified and invalidated development methodology. To provide the evidence necessary to show value from the shift, it is important to identify two types of metrics for ROI: (1) metrics on the end product/system, and (2) metrics on the effectiveness of the methodology itself. Metrics on the end product should verify that the need statement is addressed, while the metrics on the effectiveness of the methodology are intended to validate that DMbE does work.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Develop a well-defined process to identify when/where to employ DMbE (ensure tailorable). Rather than attempt a complete shift, consider staging the transition. Identify a common activity or process and make a determination of how that activity would occur with digital artifacts rather than written ones. When feasible, incorporate existing processes that already use digital artifacts.</td>
<td>Organizations may desire a wholesale shift to digital artifacts as the means of technical communication about a process, or physical item, but that shift is not easy. In order to build a complete transition, it will be necessary to identify items that are not part of the projected transition but rather support the transition (e.g., new configuration management processes).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Establish a follow-on task team to identify forums for implementers/users of DMbE to identify and share best practices, gaps, and tools for cross-platform/cross-agency use, and build/update a calendar to maintain situational awareness.</td>
<td>Model-based is a hot topic that would generate interest in a range of topic areas and sponsored events. Proposing to the IAWG Executives to form a new task team would allow more participants to bring their perspectives to the initiative as well as indicate the importance of the request.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**CONCLUSION**

The MBSE Infusion Task Team supports incorporating DMbE into the systems engineering practices of government organizations and likewise encourages academia and industry to look for DMbE opportunities. DMbE allows organizations to progress from former document-based methods to digital methods that enable greater flexibility, agility, and efficiency. The task team identified initial challenges and recommendations for areas of study to pursue as well as examples of efforts already in progress. The team recommends continuing with additional efforts to refine DMbE infusion techniques that advance digital capabilities within organizations, and to identify opportunities to exchange ideas and best practices.
# ACRONYMS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ACRONYM</th>
<th>DESCRIPTION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CASE</td>
<td>Center for Applied Systems Engineering (VA)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CBP</td>
<td>Customs and Border Protection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DHS</td>
<td>Department of Homeland Security</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DMbE</td>
<td>Digital Model-based Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DoD</td>
<td>Department of Defense</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EAR</td>
<td>Export Administration Regulations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FAA</td>
<td>Federal Aviation Administration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FRD</td>
<td>Functional Requirements Document</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IAWG</td>
<td>Interagency Working Group on Engineering Complex Systems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INCOSE</td>
<td>International Council on Systems Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IP</td>
<td>Intellectual Property</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ITAR</td>
<td>International Traffic in Arms Regulations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JPL</td>
<td>Jet Propulsion Laboratory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KSA</td>
<td>Knowledge, Skills, Ability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MBSE</td>
<td>Model-Based Systems Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M&amp;S</td>
<td>models and simulations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NAS</td>
<td>National Airspace System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NASA</td>
<td>National Aeronautics and Space Administration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODASD(SE)</td>
<td>Office of the Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense for Systems Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R&amp;A IP</td>
<td>Requirements and Architecture Integrated Process</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROI</td>
<td>return on investment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SBU</td>
<td>Sensitive But Unclassified</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VA</td>
<td>Department of Veterans Affairs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VA-CASE</td>
<td>Department of Veterans Affairs–Center for Applied Systems Engineering</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## Glossary

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Digital Model-based Engineering</td>
<td>Digital Model-Based Engineering is the use of digital artifacts, digital environments, and digital tools in the performance of engineering functions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model-based Design</td>
<td>Model-based design is the use of Mathematical and visual method of addressing problems with designing complex communication systems.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model-based Engineering</td>
<td>Model-based Engineering is an approach to engineering that uses models as an integral part of the technical baseline that includes the requirements, analysis, design, implementation, and verification of a capability, system, and/or product throughout the acquisition life cycle.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model-based Enterprise</td>
<td>Model-based Enterprise is an organization that uses model-based engineering.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model-Based Systems Engineering</td>
<td>Model-Based System Engineering (MBSE) formalizes the application of systems engineering through the development and use of a unified model that is consistent with various domain-specific models of a product, and persists throughout the system lifecycle.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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